
 

 

ASCENDED MASTER ALLAH GOBI 
 

v Chohan of the 10th Ray of Divinity 

v Holds the Office in the Spiritual Hierarchy of the Manu  

v Regent/God for all Humanity 

v Divine Complement: Lady Karashu, who brought the concept of 
Shamballah to India 

 

Over a time period much longer than our history books record, the Earth has been 
home to lifewaves and civilizations. Since her creation, God sent waves of souls to earth for training and 
to fulfill a particular divine plan and archetypal pattern. The divine intent was for souls to evolve in time 
and space with their twin flame and gain mastery within a determined time cycle, before ascending into 
higher consciousness as Christed and God-free beings. Each wave of new souls that came to earth was 
issued from a specific ray of God's consciousness. These waves of souls are called root races and are 
looked after by a Being of Light who, with his Divine Complement, serve as Father-Mother God for that 
Root Race. These are the Manus, which in Sanskrit means, progenitor. The Manus anchor the Christic 
pattern for souls under their tutelage and sponsorship. Allah Gobi is the Ascended Master who is our 
current Manu. The Manu being a position in the Spiritual Government overseeing the higher aspects of the 
First Ray Department of the Spiritual Hierarchy!  

Allah Gobi has had several incarnations on Earth, his last ones being of the Islamic faith as Allah Sham 
Shalaman in what is now the Middle East, and as Gobi Mam in Mongolia. His twin flame is the Lady 
Karashu, who brought the concept of Shamballah to India many centuries ago. The Allah Gobi is currently 
working with his twin flame, who is Chohan of the 10th Ray, the Ray of the Lightbody. This Ray encodes 
the pattern of our Divinity into our physical bodies, attracting and anchoring our Lightbodies and helping 
our Lightbodies to achieve perfection, thus enabling us to reach a state of balance and harmony with 
ourselves and All That Is. Allah Gobi’s energy supplies the foundation, strength and inner calm, whilst 
Karashu’s energy provides the actively dynamic element. 

Allah Gobi is a Master of Stillness. He may teach us to truly be still and silent. We are constantly in motion 
and bombarded by information: from our minds, feelings, emotions and physical senses as well as from 
subconscious and external sources. When we communicate with others we may not truly hear or 
understand what we or others are saying, for with all this constant chatter, we rarely make time to be still, 
silent and truly listen for that “still, small voice within” -our inner / Higher self and to God. Allah Gobi 
teaches the true art of communication, which is firstly to still and empty oneself, and then to really pay 
attention on all levels to what is being communicated; next,  take the time to think carefully about what you 
have heard and understood so that the answer you formulate may be fully measured and considered.  

Allah Gobi maintains the Truth of God’s Absolute Reality: ‘As Above, So Below; As Within, So Without’ - 
cycle to cycle, existence to existence. All that you learn from each incarnation you take with you, even 
though you may not remember it consciously. But you may go within to find without; look above to see 
below and vice versa. This lesson of being able to find all that we seek within us and through going within 
- whether in meditation, journeying or visualization - is key to both Allah Gobi and Karashu's work So too 
is the virtue of attaining and maintaining a still and calm centre, which we are able to hold at all times, 
regardless of what is occurring around us.  


